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Welcome to our regular Spiritual Revelation News Slant, where we examine the topical News Headlines
from a Spiritual Slant, a Spiritual viewpoint. What is the attitude of a Godly consciousness to the social,
political, ethical, moral, religious mores and issues of the day? How does an informed Spirit World view
our Earthly machinations? The Evolutionary Consultant to the Spiritual News Desk, Charlie “D” is
absent tonight, (Charlie is a stuffed Monkey), however the Topic is too painful for one of such great
sensitivity.
Consider the following extracts from Spiritual Revelation #24, released in August 1998.
"War, Bill, Hillary & Us” - Perhaps an unusual Title for the Subject of a Spiritual News Desk, however,
considering there are approximately 70 Wars raging or beginning on our tiny planet, Bill continues to a
great extent the traditions of his predecessors. He and Hillary are the ones who were given the chance to
change the status quo and failed. They are not legitimate in the eyes of Spirit.
They have flung open the Gateway to Destruction, to Chaos, to Suicide and to Horror.
We, that is, the rest of humanity, who were dependent on this First Family, will pay the price for their
greed, egotistical vanity and total moral bankruptcy. Our children and our children’s children's children
and beyond will pay the price of the errors of the power brokers who have protected this Presidency (The
word Presidency just does not sound appropriate does it!). All Americans in power who have continued
the support of this Evil team will rue their Karma. Generations will suffer Congenital defects induced
through the Lineage of Nancy, Ronnie, George and Barbara and Janet and the current Team, all of whom
declared war on the world’s innocent.
We are given life not for the purpose of taking life. Governments kill.
The Act of Taking Life clearly includes Capital Punishment, which is individual Murder. War is the
ultimate act of mass murder. The United States recently accused of unfair, arbitrary and racist use of the
death penalty by a United Nations investigator justifies her actions by declaring there is broad public
support for the death penalty. Since when has rule by the mob made it right? As the U. N. investigator
correctly points out 'popular justice' such as mob killings and lynching are not acceptable in a civilized
society. From a Spiritual point of view, there is no sense and no right for a government to take human
life.
The issue of abortion is not so clear cut, as the Soul may not yet be present in the fetus and the
responsibility lies with the Mother. Abortion is a very different issue to the premeditated killing of
another human being. (Please refer to "Abortion & Taking of Life", Spiritual Revelation # 25)
In the Book, 'Religion and State' we wrote:
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'The United States of America has spent $12 Trillion over the past forty years on War strategy. She is the
largest Arms dealer in the world, with $63 Billion in global weapons of death sales over the last five
years alone. Intelligently we need Defense but at this price, we could have had an Energy Field Reflector
over the entire planet. The U.S. Senate in September 1995 approved a $265 Billion defense bill.
America's Foreign Policy, which is based strictly on economy and financial expediency, kills openly for
money and revenge. She, as a nation, has bombed and maimed innocent, civilian victims in countries
like Japan, Panama, El Salvador, Ecuador, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, Colombia, Vietnam, Korea, Lebanon,
Palestine, Sudan, Bosnia and now Bolivia, to name just a few.
America will weep. America will reap the seeds of her global harvest.
How do we work for peace when the U.S., the dominant civilization, continues to spread weapons of
death around the globe? In his first term the U.S. President approved the delivery of 368 million dollars
in hi-tech weapon Sales to Pakistan, further to the sale of 28 F-16's for 658 million dollars. Pakistan and
India once settled their religious disputes with Elephants and words. Courtesy of the American religiousstate's moral code, these two countries are prepared for a regional arms race, that will escalate into
Nuclear holocaust.' (Religion & State 1994, Page 8, Sunkara)
In the middle of August 1998 we can now add the 100 + cruise missile strikes on Sudan and Afghanistan
which violated their territorial integrity. This expenditure of the people’s resources may provide jobs at
home in the War machine, but at what cost? The Biblical Teaching of an eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth continues as the ruling Religious principle at the head of State.
Current U.S.A. newspaper press created polls gives the American President an 80% job approval no
doubt based upon the strength of the American economy. The price for the industrial/political war
machine is yet to be paid. The 100 + missiles launched into the sovereign countries of Sudan and
Afghanistan in August of 1998 at an approximate cost of $2,000,000 each plus the daily cost of
supporting the U.S. Fleet off the waters of Arabia runs into billions of dollars. Perhaps this is good for
the economy in the short term but the long-term consequence is disaster. American Tax payers donate
$4.5 Billion a year to Israel defense. Israel has just announced an annual increase in her defense budget
of One Billion dollars. 1999, courtesy of the American War Machine is the leading edge for Disaster
2000.
Horror of unimaginable horror, hell on Earth, deliberate American overreaction to induce War, blindly
supported by the governments of her allies, Australia included.
An unknown number of the 100 plus Missiles fired from U.S. Battle Ships into the Country of
Afghanistan at the U.S. Ronald Reagan built military bases were 'Anti personnel cluster bombs capable
of exploding red hot anti human steel shrapnel up to four kilometers from point of impact'. Mr. &
Mrs. Clinton shred over thirty-four young men into fragments at one camp alone. This intolerable
disregard for human life, when stacked on top of the compounding atrocity of the U.S. Economic
sanctions imposed upon the regions’ impoverished, starving populations is the point of no return.
Please pause now for the War dead and contemplate the sacredness of each life torn asunder.
The Spiritual Law, the Law of Karma knows not Israel, America or Sudan.
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The Law, God’s Law is impartial, 'He that Kills will be Killed'.
Bill and Hillary sold out to Sex, Money and Power. They had the opportunity to save a Holocaust of real
magnitude from the world. Bill has blown it. They have taken your world into Doomsday; the War to
end all Wars has begun. Your world cannot be the same. The world as you now know it will be
unrecognizable after the year 2000. Heed the Prophecy, for those with an eye and an ear, see and hear,
know now the consequences of action and reaction, cause & affect. The Law is perfect.
The little people of the world suffer and bleed." (End of Quotation from August 1998, Lesson # 24)
Now we have reached September 11th 2001.
The Prophecy by Sunkara of August 1st 2000 unheeded by a material world is now fulfilled.
Prophecy Sent to America August 1st 2000
Next September
Month to remember
Karmic Spear, now Returns
Radiation, hot it Burns
Mankind so blind
Ignorant of Spirit World
Left far behind
All is static
Most erratic
Events held, unravel
Resounding to God's Gavel
For your Ear
Mankind's Fear
Hold them near
All so dear.
Prophecy for America October 1st 2001
For He - For She
Who has an Eye to See
For He - For She
Who has an Ear
To Hear
Warned of a Wave
Wave the First
Came with a Burst
Karmic Spear Returned
Radiation Hot it Burned
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Such Great Sorrow
Coming Tomorrow
See Below
Now You Know
Water, Water Everywhere
Not a Drop to Spare
Wave of Thirst
Second Wave
Wave the Last
From the Past
Feel the Blast
Little to Save
All must be Brave.
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What is it that is Behind the Bush?
"Go back to work, get back on the planes, keep spending", said the President of the moment.
Spiritual Revelation #102 identified for mankind the chronological historical events of Religion and Man.
Add to Religion and Man, man's priests, clerics, rabbis and politicians and you will find the path to
Religion and War. Each Religion has a mandate from the God of its choice to Kill in the name of that
God. The Burning Bush did not say God Bless America; young Bush said that as he announced to the
world that America was a peaceful nation.
Religions by their very nature, produce fanatics and extremists, promote separatism and elitism.
Zionism is a lethal product of the Religion of Judaism. The Judaic Religion based in Israel and New
York silently conquered a sleeping Christian world snoozing in apathy and complacency. The weapons
of Money stunned the unwary into submission. The skilful infiltration of the Media, Politics, and
Financial and Economic control of the World Democratic System by the Religion of Judea has conquered
all. You are so programmed. Question Israel and you are branded ANTISEMETIC.
The THIRD world war waged and lost, come and gone.
Spoils unto the Victor? America and Israel coupled with the Catholic mindset of Fundamental
Christianity leads man upon the path of the prophesied disaster. The FOURTH World War has been
declared as the Burning Bush of Oppression calls out for a Religious Crusade against the infidel, against
Islam, against you and I, all justified under the double talk, under the guise of Anti-Terrorism.
On September 12th 2001, "Join the Crusade, you are with us or against us", announced the Bush, with
Statesman like aplomb the Bush then said, "This is the first World War of the Millenium".
The Jihad, (Holy War), of the Muslim Fundamentalist in this Century is a direct result and Karmic
reaction to the Judaic/Christian Coalitions' persecution, double standard, hypocrisy, slaughter and the
Terrorism by the Major Powers. The bombing, burning, missiling, tanking, starving and Economic
Sanctions are so infallibly imposed upon the Islamic people, her civilians, her children, her unborn and
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her women.
The Judaic/Christian Coalition is now a State licensed to Assassinate. Take away the self-serving
License, then what is the name of the action, which remains?
Such a License is a ticket to Hell. The world leaders of the prosperous west have learnt the hard way.
Prior to going to War it must be a popular War, the voters must be on side, the Countries of Terror, allied
and united, the politicians secured, the money in place.
Behind the immature Bush stands the other Bush. Desert Storm, so named, waged on Iraqi soil, secured
the black gold for this powerful Texan family. Think of the power of an individual who once ran the C. I.
A., became a Vice President behind an Actor, who pretended to be a President, and then himself became
President, said he,"Build more Jails", and in retirement trained the stem to become a Bush. Who writes
the cue cards for the man whom represents the most powerful Terrorists of all?
Why is it that when one kills with a Tank, a Helicopter, a Battleship, a Jet, a Laser Beam, a plutonium
tipped Bullet or by missile, one is legitimate and just, and yet if the opponent be a child who throws a
stone at a Tank, then he and he alone is a Terrorist? If I have empathy for the child, am I a Terrorist?
Jesus did not return in the year 2000. Jehovah is not a witness. You were told, "Thou shall not Murder,
he that wields the sword dies by the sword now or later". Truth is simply said.
Which is the True Christ? The one who dies for humanity OR the one who lives for humanity?
The Christian Religion emotionally driven, rooted in Faith, driven by Dogma teaches "Onward Christian
Soldiers, onward unto War, God Bless us, turn the other Cheek, and Love thy enemy".
The Jewish Religion rooted in misconception and rabbinical ritual would teach from the Old Testament,
"An Eye for an Eye, a tooth for a tooth and a pound of Flesh, for We are God's chosen, and only We shall
inherit the earth".
The Religion of Mohammed would teach, "Die for Allah, Go to God, cut out her tongue".
The Source of all Religion, that of the East, Buddhism, is pragmatically driven, "Action dictates Reaction
and Consequence, so be of peace, all men are Brothers".
The Ancient Wisdom Religion, from which Buddhism emerged would teach, "Beware, for we are each
responsible for our actions and will be held accountable".
The Indigenous Spiritual Custom Religion rooted in antiquity would teach, "Listen to the Spirit".
The Money God has devoured the Monkey God and we all suffer the consequences, for we are all
members of the human family, we truly are Brothers and Sisters. We are linked one to the other with the
invisible threads of our karmic past, our Spiritual origins, and our common ancestry.
All man's Religions by definition are WRONG. Believe what you will. You were given Free Will.
When it comes to Truth and to whatever is the God there can only be one Universal Religion.
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Seek Truth in the Perennial Philosophy seek Spiritual Maturity now. Now ask who am I and who are
you?
The God of all the Gods does not Bless either the Conqueror or the Conquered.
We need Leaders without hidden agendas. We need to abolish the political systems and replace the
Tyrants with Spiritually aware and informed Advisory Councils, familiar with Universal Law and the
application of it within the structure and fabric of the Society of Higher Civilizations.
Where is their hope? The little people, the ones for whom you and I are responsible because of our good
fortune, where is their future? Together we in the world of matter have the opportunity now to join as
like minds and loving hearts, drawn by the powers of the Universe together in worship of Truth, of God,
of Service and of Involvement.
The hope is fulfilled in the knowledge that we are not alone, that we cannot die, that we came from
beyond the stars, that all world leaders are the product of their environment, that Social Change is under
way, that the Spiritual Revolution has begun, evidenced by the fact you just read these words.
Associate with us, live a Godly mission.
Thank you
Sri Sanyasian Sunkara Sankacharia.
Higher Spiritualism
© Sunkara 2001 Higher Spiritualism Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Note: The Spiritual Insight "War, Bill, Hillary & Us", was first released to the world in August of 1998.
In December of 1998 America, with a token British support fired over 415 Cruise Missiles and hundreds
of Bombs on Iraq, naturally justified and rationalized by the Politicians of the day, oil, oil, oil.
In the same week the American President was impeached for Perjury and abuse of power.
On December 22nd 1998 the following Reuters article appeared in the Sydney press:
“PAKISTAN - US hands over cash but no jets - Islamabad: An eight-year dispute with the US
over 28 F-16 fighters which Pakistan bought but never received has been resolved with a $US 300
million refund. The fighters were never delivered because of the US Congressional Pressler
Amendment which bars military sales to nations with Nuclear programs.”
We of course applauded this belated decision; our earlier comments remain unchanged.
Perhaps the three month run on the Internet of the Lesson, Spiritual Revelation # 24, "War, Bill, Hillary
& Us", (August, September, October 1998), from the Spiritual News Desk, had some Etheric
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influence?
Email your request and we will address the issue that troubles you in a coming regular Spiritual News
Slant.
You only need to email the News Headline or topic in Question.
Thank you
Rev. Ann Swerman
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